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SPECIFICATION

Range: Eva

Codes: 

Code: 

1483-N, 1483-GA

Design: Caimi Lab

1483-N

Dimension:

Description: free-standing coat stand with post consisting of three black epoxy-powder coated
tubular steel elements which are 40 mm in diameter and 1.2 mm thick. 
Lower element fitted with a tapered coupling that slots into the base. Central element tapered
at the ends for easy coupling to other elements. Upper element which supports the coat stand
head. 
Black high-tech polymer head comprising four elements (arms), each with 1 round knob and 2
hooks for a total of 12 seats. 
Black high-tech polymer base, with a ribbed bottom to make it even more sturdy and an inte-
grated drip-tray. Black high-tech polymer umbrella stand ring. The coat stand has a slot-in
structure and no tools are needed to assemble it. 

height 164 cm, base Ø 39 cm, head Ø 31 cm

Code: 1483-GA

Dimension:

Description: free-standing coat stand with post consisting of three silver grey epoxy-powder
coated tubular steel elements which are 40 mm in diameter and 1.2 mm thick.
Lower element fitted with a tapered coupling that slots into the base. Central element tapered at
the ends for easy coupling to other elements. Upper element which supports the coat stand
head.
Grey high-tech polymer head comprising four elements (arms), each with 1 round knob and 2
hooks for a total of 12 seats.
Grey high-tech polymer base, with a ribbed bottom to make it even more sturdy and an integra-
ted drip-tray. Grey high-tech polymer umbrella stand ring. The coat stand has a slot-in structure
and no tools are needed to assemble it.

height 164 cm, base Ø 39 cm, head Ø 31 cm

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of
the products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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Detail of black and grey head


